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and O(n”*) in the case of arrangements resulting from the motion planning problem for an 
L-shaped object in the plane amidst n point obstacles. We also devise an algorithm to compute 
the interesting cells in the second type of arrangements, whose time complexity is 
O(n , “* log’n) and an algorithm with running time 0(n7’3) for the case of a telescopic arm 
moving among point obstacles, in both cases improving over the best previously known 
algorithms for these problems, whose time complexity is O(n” log n). Our approach reduces 
each three-dimensional problem into a collection of problems involving two-dimensional 
arrangements. To solve these two-dimensional problems we obtain two combinatorial results of 
independent interest for arrangements in the plane: (i) a tight bound O(nm”Z) on the 
maximum joint combinatorial complexity of m ‘concave chains’ in an arrangement of n pseudo 
lines, and (ii) an upper bound O(n~~~n”~ +ncu(n)) on the maximum number of edges of m 
distinct faces in certain types of arrangements of n pseudo segments, which is within an (u(.) 
factor off the lower bound for this quantity. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Background 
The paper studies a collection of problems related to motion planning of 
certain systems with three degrees of freedom. In solving these problems, we 
derive several combinatorial and algorithmic results involving arrangements of 
surfaces in three dimensions. 
The connection between motion planning and arrangements of surfaces has 
been noted in many recent studies; see [6, 4, 211. Specifically, suppose we have a 
robot system B that has three degrees of freedom (the foregoing discussion 
applies to any number of degrees of freedom, but in this paper we study only the 
three-dimensional case). Each placement of B can be parametrized by a triple of 
real parameters, designating the values of the three degrees of freedom. We can 
thus think of the space of all placements of B as a certain three-dimensional 
‘configuration space’ E. Suppose next that the physical space within which B 
moves contains obstacles whose geometry is known to the planning system. Our 
task is to calculate some discrete representation of the ‘free configuration space’ 
F c E, which is the space of all placements of B in which it does not intersect any 
obstacle. If we start at a free placement z of B and move continuously from z, we 
will hit the boundary of F when B makes contact with some obstacle. We can thus 
describe the boundary of F by a collection of surfaces (or surface patches), each 
of which is a parametric representation of the subspace of all placements of B at 
which a particular feature of B makes contact with a particular obstacle feature. 
For example, suppose B is a three-link planar arm pqrs, where the three links 
are pq, qr, rs, which moves in the plane such that p is fixed at the origin. This is a 
system with three degrees of freedom, and a typical contact surface might be one 
representing all placements of B in which the endpoint s touches an obstacle 
edge, or in which the link rs makes contact with an obstacle corner, and so on. 
(Note that a contact surface may contain placements where other features of B 
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penetrate or overlap other obstacle features; thus only portions of these surfaces 
comprise the boundary of the free configuration space, and our task is to identify 
those portions.) 
Let ,Y denote the collection of all constraint surfaces, and suppose, as is 
generally the case, that these surfaces are all algebraic of low maximum degree. 
The arrangement d = d(2) of these surfaces is the decomposition of 3-space that 
they induce; each (0, 1, 2 or 3-dimensional) cell of ti is either a maximal 
connected portion of space that is contained in the intersection of a fixed 
subcollection of the surfaces, or a maximal connected component of the 
complement of 2. The overall combinatorial complexity of &, namely the 
number of its cells, is O(n3). Moreover, if a 3-dimensional cell c of & contains a 
free placement of B, then all of c is contained in the free space F, and since we 
cannot cross any contact surface while remaining inside F, it follows that c is a 
connected component of F. 
Hence a feasible formulation of the motion planning problem might be: Given 
n contact surfaces in the three-dimensional configuration space E and an initial 
placement z of the system, find the connected component of the free space F that 
contains 2. In pure geometric terms, we can rephrase this as: Find the 
three-dimensional cell c containing a given point z in an arrangement & of n 
low-degree algebraic surface patches in 3-space. 
Canny’s general algorithm [6] and other related techniques can compute the 
entire free space in time O(n” log n) (in this and other related bounds we ignore 
the ‘algebraic effect’ of the degree of the surfaces on the resulting complexity, 
since we regard the maximum degree of the given surfaces as being constant, and 
thus consider only the ‘combinatorial effect’ of the number n of surfaces). Thus 
we seek techniques whose time complexity is (substantially) subcubic. The reason 
for stating the problem so that it seeks to compute only a single cell is the hope 
that the combinatorial complexity of a single cell c is much smaller than the 
overall complexity of &, that is, much smaller than O(n”). 
In general, this appears to be a very challenging and hard conjecture. Only 
very few special cases are known where this conjecture has been proved. One 
such case is in [4], where the surfaces are n triangles in space, and where a bound 
of roughly O(H”~) has been established for the overall complexity of all 
nonconvex cells, which is also an upper bound on the complexity of just a single 
cell. We also note that for systems with two degrees of freedom the problem is in 
a much better state. That is, it is shown by Guibas et al. [13] that the 
combinatorial complexity of a single cell in an arrangement of rz low-degree 
algebraic curves in the plane is only 0(&(n)) f or some constant parameter s that 
depends on the degree of the curves (actually on the maximum number of 
intersections of any pair of them); here A,(n) is the nearly linear maximum length 
of (n, s) Davenport Schinzel sequences (see [13] for more details). Thus the 
frontier of research on this type of problems is currently centered at the 
three-dimensional case, where things are still very far from being settled. 
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Before continuing, we would like to point out that there exist certain 
‘favorable’ systems with three degrees of freedom for which the entire free 
configuration space is known to have subcubic (usually close to quadratic) 
complexity. This is the case for a line segment moving in the plane amidst 
polygonal obstacles [ 19, 211, for a convex polygon moving in a similar 
environment [18], and for several other systems [20]. For such systems the above 
discussion is of course irrelevant. Unfortunately, for most systems with three 
degrees of freedom this is not the case-the entire free space can have cubic 
complexity in the worst case, so seeking subcubic solutions is indeed a challenging 
problem. 
We also remark that for the motion planning application, perhaps even 
calculating a single cell of .~4 is asking for too much. After all, the problem is 
usually stated by specifying the initial and final placements of B and by asking 
whether there exists a free motion of B between them (and, if so, such a motion 
should be produced); thus perhaps computing the entire cell containing, say the 
initial placement is already more than required to solve the problem. This has 
been substantiated in a recent study by the authors [15], where it was shown that, 
for an L-shaped object moving in the plane amidst point obstacles, the existence 
of free motion between two specified placements can be decided in 0(n2 log* n) 
time. However, in this former study we were unable to prove a subcubic bound 
on the complexity of a single component of the free space, nor did we succeed in 
computing a free motion, when one exists, in subcubic time. 
1.2 Summary of results 
In this paper we continue and extend the study in [15]. We first show that the 
complexity of a single component of the free space in the case of an L-shaped 
object is indeed subcubic-we actually show that the overall complexity of all 
‘interesting’ cells of the induced three-dimensional arrangement is O(n”‘), where 
an interesting cell is a cell that is crossed by a bounday of one of the given 
surfaces (in motion planning terms, the cell contains placements where a corner 
of the L-object touches (a point) obstacle). Non-interesting cells have a simpler 
structure, and the problem is easily solved if the initial placement happens to lie 
in a non-interesting cell. Our bound is obtained by investigating the maximum 
overall combinatorial complexity of m concave monotone paths that can be drawn 
within the union of n pseudo lines in the plane. 
We then go on to extend our techniques to other, similar motion planning 
instances. We consider the case of a ‘telescopic’ arm moving in the plane amidst 
polygonal obstacles. This arm, studied in [2], is a two-linked arm opq, where o is 
fixed at the origin, op can extend or shrink arbitrarily, pq has a fixed length, and 
both links can rotate. We show that some of the techniques developed for the 
case of an L-shaped object also apply in this case. Actually, it turns out that this 
case is simpler than the case of an L, and we derive a bound of 0(n7’“) on the 
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complexity of all interesting cells in the induced arrangement. This is achieved by 
extending the technique of [7] to analyze the complexity of m faces in certain 
types of arrangements of n pseudo segments in the plane. 
We also derive algorithms for calculating all the interesting cells in the 
arrangements corresponding to the motion planning of the above robotic systems 
among point obstacles; their running time is O(n7’3) for a telescopic arm and 
O(n5’210g2n) for an L-shaped object, thus leading to a subcubic solution of the 
motion planning problem and improving over the best previously known 
algorithms for these probiems. 
In Section 2 we derive a collection of combinatorial results for arrangements of 
pseudo lines and pseudo segments in the plane that we use in later sections. We 
believe that these results are of independent interest. The combinatorial analysis 
of the arrangements related to the motion planning of an L-shaped object and of 
a telescopic arm is given in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. The algorithms are 
presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 discusses the significance of our results 
and lists some open problems for future research. 
2. Preliminaries-combinatorial results for two-dimensional arrangements 
Since the motion planning problems that we study involve a rotational degree 
of freedom, the resulting surfaces and hence the three-dimensional arrangements 
are rather convolute and hard to visualize and to analyze directly. We overcome 
this difficulty by reducing each three-dimensional problem into a collection of 
problems involving two-dimensional arrangements. In this section we obtain 
several combinatorial results for arrangements in the plane that are needed to 
solve these two-dimensional problems. We start by investigating the overall 
complexity of m ‘concave’ monotone chains that can be drawn within the union of 
n pseudo lines in the plane. These chains correspond to sequences of faces in 
certain subcells of the three-dimensional arrangement related to the motion of an 
L-shaped object. Then, we bound the maximum complexity of m faces in certain 
arrangements of n pseudo segments in the plane. The complexity of these faces 
faithfully represents the complexity of certain subcells in the arrangement related 
to the motion of a telescopic arm. 
2.1. Concave chains in arrangements of pseudo lines 
Let A={&,..., A,} be a collection of n pseudo lines in the plane, that is 
x-monotone unbounded curves, each pair of which intersect exactly once. We 
order A by ‘slope’, namely by the reverse vertical order of the pseudo lines at 
x = --oo (so ;1< A’ if A lies higher than A’ at x = -00). This is a linear order, and 
we may assume that this order is A, < A2 <. . . -C A,. Let us denote by 6% = %(A) 
the arrangement of the pseudo lines in A. 
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Fig. 1. A concave chain. 
A concave chain c in 33 is an x-monotone (connected) path that is contained in 
the union of the pseudo lines of A, such that the sequence of pseudo lines 
traversed by c from left to right is a strictly decreasing sequence. Informally, as 
we traverse c from left to right, whenever we reach a vertex of 93, we can either 
continue along the pseudo line we are currently on, or make a right (i.e. 
downward) turn onto the other pseudo line (having a smaller slope), but we 
cannot make a left (upward) turn; in case the pseudo lines are real lines, c is 
indeed a concave polygonal chain. (See Fig. 1.) It is clear that the number of 
turns along a concave chain is at most rz - 1. 
We study the following problems: 
(i) Given m concave chains in 53, what is the maximum joint combinatorial 
complexity, C(m, n), of these chains, defined as the number of vertices of 93 at 
which at least one chain makes a turn. Note that such a vertex can be shared by 
many chains, which overlap near that turn, but we count it only once. Note also 
that we do not count a vertex in which two chains cross each other (without 
turning), unless a third chain does make a turn there. 
(ii) Same as in (i), but now we count each turn as many times as there are 
chains making that turn; to avoid trivial bounds, we also assume that no turn is 
made by more than r chains, for some additional parameter r. We denote this 
quantity by D(m, IZ, r), 
To analyze C(m, n) we proceed as follows. Let the given collection of chains be 
(e = {Cl, . . . ) c,}. We define a potential function Q(x), for an abscissa X, to be 
CF1 &(x), where @i(x) is th e index j of the pseudo line A, traversed by ci at x. 
The potential @ is a (weakly) decreasing function of x, since a turn in a chain can 
only decrease the index of the pseudo line traversed by the chain. Since the initial 
value of @ is at most mn, the total drop is @, from x = --oo to x = +m, is at most 
mn. 
Consider a vertex u at which two pseudo lines Ai > A, meet and at which one or 
more chains make a turn. Let A, = i - j and let M,, denote the number of chains 
turning at u. Clearly, the potential drop at v is at least A,. Let k be a positive 
integer (to be specified later) and split the vertices at which chains turn into two 
subsets, the first containing vertices for which A, < k and the second containing 
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vertices with A,, 2 k. The number of vertices of the first kind is clearly bounded 
by O(nk) as there are at most n vertices with a given difference A,. As for 
vertices of the second kind, since the total potential drop is at most mn, it follows 
that 
k c M,,=s c M,A,Smn 
A,, =k A,ak 
which implies 
c M,, ~mnlk. 
A,=k 
Thus, 
C(m, n) = O(nk + mnlk) 
we choose k = fi and get 
C(m, n) = O(nfi). 
We summarize the discussion so far in the following. 
Lemma 2.1 (Upper Bound). The maximum joint combinatorial complexity of m 
concave chains in an arrangement of n pseudo lines is O(nfi). 
We next show that this bound is tight in the worst case. 
Lemma 2.2 (Lower Bound). The maximum joint combinatorial complexity of m 
concave chains in an arrangement of n pseudo lines is Q(nfi). 
Proof. Choose two integer parameters k, 1, such that k = [n/V&] and I= [fi]. 
Construct k lines in the plane such that all of them appear along their lower 
envelope (see Fig. 2). Replace each line by a bundle of 1 (nearly) parallel lines 
Fig. 2. An P(nm”‘) construction, with k = I= 4, and an exemplary chain C,, emphasized. 
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that are very close to each other so that all intersections between lines in the 
(i - 1)-th bundle and the i-th bundle lie to the left of all intersections between 
lines in the i-th bundle and the (i + 1)-th bundle, for i = 2, . . . , k - 1. The total 
number of lines is kE c n. We next construct 1’ =S m concave chains as follows. 
Each chain c,b is parametrized by two parameters a = 1, . . . , 1 and b = 
0 , * . . f I - 1. The chain c,b is obtained by traversing (in this order) the a-th line in 
the first bundle, the (a + b)-th line in the second bundle, the (a + 26)-th line in 
the third bundle, and so on (here addition of indices is performed modulo I). It is 
easily checked that each intersection point between a pair of lines in two 
successive bundles is a turn of at least one chain, so the total number of turns in 
all these chains is (k - l)[‘, showing that C(m, n) = Q(nfi). •I 
To bound the second quantity, D(m, n, r), that is, the overall combinatorial 
complexity of m concave chains where at most r chains make the same turn in any 
junction of 93(A) and all the turns are counted, we again divide the vertices of 
53(A) into two subsets as before according to some positive integer k. There are 
at most O(nk) vertices with A,, < k and each may be turned at by at most r chains 
and so these vertices contribute O(nkr) to D(m, n, r). The contribution of the 
second subset, by the same arguments as for C(m, n) is O(mn/k) and so, 
D(m, II, r) = O(nkr + mnlk) 
This time we choose k = M and get the following. 
Lemma 2.3. The maximum joint combinatorial complexity D(m, n, r) of m 
concave chains in an arrangement of n pseudo lines, where all the turns (of any 
chain) are counted and at most r chains make the same turn, is O(nG). 
To see that this bound is tight in the worst case, follow the lower bound 
construction of Lemma 2.2 substituting m by m/r. (Note that the quantity 
D(m, n, r) is meaningful for r urn only.) This will result in a collection of m/r 
chains turning at nfilfi vertices of %(A). Next we multiply each chain r times. 
Each of the nfi/fi vertices will be turned at by r chains and so we obtain 
Lemma 2.4. D(m, n, r) = Q(nG) 
2.2. Many faces in certain arrangements of pseudo segments 
For compatibility with its later use, we define the arrangement discussed in this 
subsection in the X8 plane. We wish to analyze the maximum combinatorial 
complexity, K(m, n), of m faces in the arrangement 93’ of n pseudo segments 
S = {sj 1 i = 1, . . . , n} in the X0 plane, where each pseudo segment si is a 
&monotone arc contained in an unbounded B-monotone curve G;, such that 
G={G,, . . . , G,} is a collection of n pseudo lines. (By combinatorial complexity 
of a face f, we mean the number of edges bounding f.) Moreover, the faces of the 
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Fig. 3. Horizontally partitioned arrangement of pseudo segments. 
original arrangement are assumed to be further partitioned by horizontal straight 
line segments (i.e., segments parallel to the x-axis) through the endpoints of all 
the pseudo segments, which stretch until they hit another pseudo segment. (See 
Fig. 3.) Note that the faces of interest are faces in the partitioned arrangement, 
that is, these faces do not spill over the additional horizontal straight line 
segments. 
Denote the resulting arrangement by C%“(S). Suppose the m desired faces are 
designated by a collection of m points U = {Ui 1 i = 1, 2, . . . , m}, where each ui 
lies in a unique face. 
We have the following result (A similar result has been independently obtained 
by Boris Aronov [3].) 
Proposition 2.5. K(m, n) = O(m2”n2’” + na(n)). 
Proof. We use random sampling and follow the technique of [7]. The scheme of 
the proof is as follows: First, we obtain an intermediate bound O(mn”2 + n) on 
K(m, n) in Lemma 2.6. Then we divide the problem into a collection of 
subproblems of a smaller size where the intermediate bound can be applied in 
such a way that when we collect the subresults into the final result we obtain the 
bound stated above. The divide-and-conquer process uses random sampling (see 
[17, S]) to partition the plane into subareas. There are two types of subproblems 
created by this partitioning: (i) faces of interest that are completely contained 
inside a subarea of the partition and (ii) faces that are split between two or more 
subareas of the partition. For the first type we are able to employ the 
intermediate bound whereas for the second type we have to establish an 
additional result in Lemma 2.7 to bound the complexity of all these faces 
together. 
We start with deriving the intermediate bound on K(m, n). 
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Lemma 2.6. The maximum number of edges bounding m faces in $33’ is 
O(mnl” + n). 
Proof. A face of 93’ is bounded by two O-monotone chains (and potentially up to 
two auxiliary horizontal segments, but we are interested only in edges which are 
portions of the original pseudo segments). We wish to apply a ‘forbidden 
subgraph’ argument by showing that no triple of pseudo segments can appear 
along the eastern chains of a pair of faces in 93’. (A symmetric argument will hold 
for western chains.) Suppose to the contrary that fi, fi are two faces of $3 and e, , 
e2, e3 are three pseudo segments that appear along the eastern chains off, and f2. 
Let y denote the ‘left envelope’ of three pseudo lines, I,, Z2, i3, containing the 
three given pseudo segments, e,, e2, e,, respectively, that is, y is the lower 
envelope of these pseudo lines when interpreted as graphs of three functions of 8. 
Let K denote the left portion of the plane bounded by y. We claim that the two 
given faces, fi, f2, lie completely in K. Indeed, if not, then, say fi contains a point 
that lies to the right of, say II. But the eastern chain of fi is O-monotone and at 
some 8 the face fi lies to the left of Ii. As we increase (or decrease) 8, the eastern 
chain of fi proceeds along 11, and then may move to another pseudo line that lies 
left of Ii, and so on. This pattern persists throughout the &span off,, showing, 
by a transitive closure argument, that the eastern chain of fi can never cross 1, 
(and similarly, l2 and &). Thus both f, and fi lie in K. This allows us to define a 
planar K3,3 graph by connecting a point in fi to the three connected portions of II, 
12, I3 constituting y, so that these connections lie fully in f,, connect in a similar 
way a point in fi to these three portions, and connect in the same manner a point 
lying to the right of y. This impossible graph yields a contradiction which we now 
turn to use. 
We define a bipartite graph G = (M ti N, A) where a node in M represents a 
face designated by a point in U and a node in N represents a pseudo segment in S; 
put ]M] = m and IN] = it. An edge (,M, Y) is in A if p E M, Y EN and the pseudo 
segment represented by Y contributes to the eastern chain of the face designated 
by p. The argument above implies that G cannot have a K,,, as a subgraph, that 
is, G does not contain a complete subgraph defined on two nodes of M and three 
nodes on N. There is a lemma from extremal graph theory that says that if a 
bipartite graph G defined as above does not contain K,,, as a subgraph then the 
maximum number of edges in A is O(mn’-“” +n) (see, e.g., [12]; this lemma is 
also quoted and proved as Lemma 4.1 in [7]). In our case s = 2 and the bound 
follows. 0 
Remark. This argument fails without the horizontal decomposition of faces; see, 
e.g., Fig. 4. 
Next, we explain the partitioning of the plane that controls the divide-and- 
conquer process. We choose a subset R ES of size r, where r is an integer to be 
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fl ai f2 
Fig. 4. A pair of faces sharing many segments along their eastern side 
specified later. We denote by C%‘(R) the arrangement defined by R and 
horizontally decomposed as above. We further ‘triangulate’ B’(R) by maximal 
horizontal segments through the intersection points of pseudo segments. This 
results in a collection of k = 0(r2) ‘trapezoids’, called ‘funnels’ in [7]. For each 
funnel Ai, 1 G i =S k, let U, = U rl Ai and let S, be the subset of pseudo segments in 
S that have a non-empty intersection with A;. Let mj = Ir/,j and ni = I&l. Actually, 
Sj will denote the set of intersections {s n Ai 1 s E Si}, which are also pseudo 
segments. 
In order to use the probabilistic counting technique we have first to show that 
each of the funnels Ai is defined by four or fewer pseudo segments of S. This is 
easy as each funnel consists of two portions of pseudo segments e and w on its 
eastern and western sides respectively, and of possibly two more auxiliary 
horizontal segments on the top and bottom. Each one of the horizontal segments 
is defined either by an endpoint of e or w, or by another pseudo segment hat can 
either lie completely outside the funnel (and the horizontal segment passes 
through its endpoint) or cross one of e or w (see Fig. 5). In either case at most 
two additional pseudo segments (besides e and w) are involved in the definition of 
the funnel. 
Using the probabilistic counting technique of [7] (as exemplified in Section 3 
there), we can show that there exists a subset R c S of size r such that 
2 mint” = O(~~(nlr)“~) and $ nj = O(m). 
Using the triangulation of the sampled arrangement S?‘(R) we divide our 
Fig. 5. Funnels delimited by auxiliary horizontal segments. 
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problem into subproblems, one in each funnel. For the funnel Ai, we wish to 
bound the number of edges within Ai of the faces marked by the points in U. We 
divide these faces into two subsets. One subset consists of faces of B’(S) that are 
fully contained in Ai and the other subset consists of faces that are crossed by one 
of the two horizontal segments bounding Ai. The reason for this division is that 
faces of the latter subset should be taken into account even if they contain no 
point of r/i because they may be faces of 93’(S) that spill to other funnels where 
they are marked by points of U. For the latter kind of faces, we will bound the 
complexity of all face portions within Ai that border on the horizontal segments 
bounding Ai, and we call these face portions the inner zone of that segment. We 
could readily use a bound of O(na(n)) f rom [lo] on the zone of a curve in an 
arrangement of pseudo segments (which would lead to an O(mcu(n)) bound on 
the overall inner zone complexity), but we can do better in our (special) case. 
Lemma 2.7. The total complexity of the inner zones of the horizontal segments in 
all the funnels is O(m + n&(n)). 
Proof. Consider first the zone complexity of one horizontal segment bounding 
one funnel. Suppose, without loss of generality, that the horizontal segment H 
whose inner zone complexity we wish to bound is the top edge of the funnel Ai. 
We split the pseudo segments in Si into two subsets: S&the pseudo segments 
that end inside Ai, and S$those that fully intersect Ai. Let vi = l,Yfl and 
vi = ]Sfl. The pseudo segments in Sf behave ‘nicely’ and we show below that the 
inner zone complexity of the faces of 9’(S?) that border on H is linear. The 
complexity of the corresponding faces of B’(Sf) is superlinear but their number 
over all the funnels is small. So we handle each subset separately and then 
combine the bounds using the combination lemma of [13]. 
First we show that the inner zone complexity of the faces of 93’($) that border 
on H is O(qi). Let F denote the set of faces of SF bordering on H. Each face in F 
consists of a portion of H, a chain of eastern edges E, a chain of western edges W 
and possibly a horizontal segment at the bottom. We need to count the number of 
edges in the E and W chains of all the faces in F. We also suppose that each 
pseudo line in the underlying arrangement of W(G) contributes a single pseudo 
segment to S. (This presumption is relaxed below.) We consider each pseudo 
segment sj as double-sided and since it is e-monotone we naturally consider one 
side as a left side, and denote it by rj, and the other side as a right side, denoting 
it by Sj. We now walk along the edges of the faces in F, starting at the leftmost 
point on H and immediately proceed to the next face whenever we reach H, thus 
skipping the edges which are portions of H. The walk ends at the rightmost point 
of H. Throughout the walk we record the Gi-edges (i.e., edges which are portions 
of western chains of faces in F) in a sequence denoted by D (see Fig. 6). We 
claim that the length of the resulting sequence is O(n). To justify this claim we go 
back to the arrangement PA’(G) of pseudo lines in the XB plane and see how the 
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Fig. 6. The western chains of the inner zone of an upper horizontal segment. 
western chains of faces in F are embedded in it. (We restrict G to be the set of 
only those pseudo lines that contain the pseudo segments of S:.) Each western 
chain is a connected portion of a concave chain in B(G), they all start at the same 
8 (the 8 of H) and a pair of such western chains do not cross, at most they may 
meet at the lower endpoint of one of them; see Fig. 6. We number the pseudo 
lines in G in the left to right order of their intersections with the line 8 = 0 and we 
suppose that the pseudo line G,(o) contains Sj. Suppose D contains a subsequence 
Sj. . . & . . . S,, with k > j. It is easily verified that bk must have intersected ~5~ at
a point between the two appearances of Sj in the subsequence, which implies that 
ak cannot appear again later in D (see [lo] for a similar argument for the case of 
lines). 
It follows that a subsequence SjS,SjS, of D is not realizable for any 
j#kE{1,2,..., n}. D is therefore an (I/+, 2)-Davenport Schinzel sequence and 
so its length is O(q;). A symmetric argument applies to the eastern chains and to 
lower horizontal boundaries. 
To relax the assumption that each pseudo line in G contributes only one 
pseudo segment to S, we redefine G in the following manner. Suppose k pseudo 
segments in S originate from the same pseudo line G,. In G, replace Gi by k 
very-close-together x-translates of G;. Assume each of the translates contributes a 
different one of the k pseudo segments at hand. After executing all the necessary 
replacements, the rest of the procedure can be carried out in the same way as 
above, to obtain the same result. 
Next by the result of [lo] we know that the inner zone complexity of faces of S! 
that border on H is O(~ja(~i)). Finally we put together the two results using the 
combination lemma of [13] to obtain an O(Q)~CY(~~) + vi) bound on the 
complexity of the inner zone of H. 
Recall that ,L’f=, vi < 2n and that as mentioned earlier, there exists a subset 
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R s S of size r for which Cf==, t/Ji s cf==, Izi = O(m), therefore 
Thus the total complexity of the inner zones of the horizontal segments in all the 
funnels is O(m + ncu(n)). Cl 
Choosing the right sample R we have 
K(m, n) = i O(mi,!‘” + n;) + O(m + n&!(n)) 
i=l 
= 0(m(n/r)1’2 + m + na(n)). (1) 
We choose r = O(RZ~~K”~) so as to balance the two first terms of the right hand 
side of Equation 1. This is a valid choice unless m < r~l’~ in which case Lemma 
2.6 implies K(m, n) = O(n). We conclude that 
K(m, n) = 0(m2’3n2’3 + ncu(n)). (2) 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
Note that our bound is within an a(.) factor off the lower bound since an 
arrangement of n lines in the plane is a special case of S’, so we can use the lower 
bound !2(mu3nu3) for lines in [9]. 
3. The arrangement of an L-shaped object 
In this section we consider the motion planning problem for an L-shaped object 
moving in the plane amidst n point obstacles, whose study has been initiated in 
[15]. Each placement of the object can be parametrized by (x, y, 6) where (x, y) 
is the position of the internal corner of the object, and 0 is its orientation. By 
rotating the coordinate plane as the object rotates we can assume that it always 
maintains a constant axis-parallel orientation. As described in the introduction, 
the problem can be transformed to the analysis of an arrangement of rz contact 
surfaces in R2 x S’. It is easy to check that the surfaces induced by the rr point 
obstacles have the following form: For each fixed 8 E S’, their 0 cross-sections 
form a collection of n axis-parallel translates, L,(e), . . . , L,(8), of a (reflected 
copy of the) L-shaped object (see Fig. 7). The i-th copy Lj = Li(e) has three 
corners: the upper corner pi of its vertical bar, the internal corner qi and the 
corner ri of its horizontal bar extending from qi to the right. As we let 8 vary 
through the range [0,2x] the internal corners, the qi’S, rotate around the origin 
and the bars of the Li’s remain axis-parallel. (At any fixed 8” the origin of the 
cross-section can be viewed as the &-cross-section of the 8 coordinate axis.) As 8 
varies, the object Z+(e) will trace a 2D surface ai within R2 X S’, that is, 
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(Q) The original L and four point obstacles 
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(b) Z1 - Z4 in the configuration space 
Fig. 7. Four axis-parallel translates of an L-shaped object. 
a, = {(X, 0) 1 0 E [0, 27~1, X E Li(e)}; oi is the contact surface corresponding to a 
point obstacle oi. The collection of these surfaces forms an arrangement ti of 
surfaces in R* x S’, which decomposes the 3-dimensional space into pairwise 
disjoint connected cells, each of 0, 1, 2 or 3 dimensions: 
l a 3-dimensional cell is a connected component of R* x S’ - lJyEl ai. 
l a 2-dimensional cell (a face) is a connected component of Ui - (IJj+i UjuQi) 
where Qi is the curve traversed by the internal corner 4; of Lj (intuitively, this 
means that we split ai into two subfaces along this special curve). 
l a l-dimensional cell (an edge of &, to be distinguished from a bar of an Lj) is 
either a maximal connected portion of a curve traversed by a corner of an Li 
which does not intersect any other Uj, or a maximal connected portion of the 
intersection of two ai’s which does not meet any other uj nor the splitting curve 
Qj of these two surfaces. 
l a O-dimensional cell (a vertex of &, to be distinguished from a corner of an 
Li) is either (i) an intersection of the curve traversed by a corner of one Lj with 
another uj, or (ii) an intersection point of three ai’s. 
We shall use the unquantified term cell for a 3-dimensional cell of .PJ. We 
denote the cross-section of & at a fixed 8 (whose form has been described above) 
by &. A cell c of & is interesting if at least one cross-section of its closure c 
contains a corner of some Li. All other cells of the arrangement are called dull 
(this terminology is borrowed from [4]). 
For the convenience of the analysis we assume that our surfaces are in general 
position. In particular, this requires that no three internal corners of the Li’s be 
collinear in any de and that no two pairs of internal corners of Lj’s lie on parallel 
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lines in any .&. However, such degenerate cases only decrease the maximum 
combinatorial complexity that we intend to bound. 
We further partition each interesting cell into two types of subcells: tube-like 
subcells and corner subcells. A tube-like subcell of an interesting cell c is a 
connected portion of c such that no 8 cross-section of it contains a corner of any 
Lj. More precisely, it is a connected portion of c having the form {(x, 0) 1 6 E 
I, x E to} where Z is an interval, and 2, is a connected component of the 8 
cross-section of the closure of c, no &, contains a corner of L;, and I is maximal 
with this property. A corner subcell of c is a connected portion of c defined in a 
similar manner, except that each & contains a corner of some Li. As is easily 
checked, tube-like subcells have rectangular cross-sections, so they do look like 
rectangular tubes extending in the @direction. The main difficulty we have to 
struggle with is that the boundaries of these tubes can change combinatorially 
many times as 8 varies, and our goal is to bound the number of these changes. 
As 8 varies, the 2D arrangement ~4, changes continuously, but its com- 
binatorial structure remains unchanged, unless one of the following two types of 
critical events occurs at 13: 
(I) A corner of one Lj meets a bar of another Lj. 
(II) Two parallel bars of two Lj’s overlap. 
By simple geometric considerations it can be shown that there are O(n’) events 
of each type ([15], Section 2). 
To further simplify the analysis, we add some extra segments to .c& which we 
call the imaginary walls. For each Li we add two horizontal segments emanating 
from the endpoints of the vertical bar of L, westwards until they either hit 
another Lj or hit the western wall of a surrounding rectangle that rotates with the 
coordinate frame. Let CX;(&) denote the imaginary wall extending from qi(pi). 
Fig. 8 illustrates &, with the imaginary walls. The purpose of adding imaginary 
walls is to ensure that each face of &, has a unique (connected) eastern wall. The 
dull cells of ~4 and the tube-like subcells are not affected by this addition whereas 
some of the corner subcells are further subdivided by these walls. 
The main goal of this section is to analyze the total combinatorial complexity of 
all the interesting cells in the arrangement SQ, i.e., the number of faces, edges, 
and vertices of all these cells. It can be shown that it is sufficient to count the 
number of edges of all these cells, as asymptotically this number bounds the 
number of vertices or faces. We distinguish two different types of edges: (i) an 
edge resulting from the overlap of two parallel bars of two L,‘s and (ii) an edge 
resulting from the intersection of two orthogonal bars of two Li’S. We will further 
restrict ourselves to bounding the number of edges of the first type, which we 
shall refer to as wall changes. Each edge of the second type can be charged either 
to an edge of the first type (when they share an endpoint) or to a type I event (of 
which there are only O(n2)). In either case no element gets charged for more 
than a constant number of edges of the second type. It is shown in (Section 1 of) 
[15] that the worst-case total combinatorial complexity of the entire ti is 0(n3). 
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Fig. 8. d, with the imaginary walls. 
As noted in the introduction, one of our goals is to bound the combinatorial 
complexity of a single cell in ~4. Our analysis provides a subcubic upper bound on 
this complexity, but the actual maximum complexity of a single cell might be 
much smaller than that, and this problem still needs to be studied. We also 
remark that a single dull cell has o(n) combinatorial complexity (see below for 
details) and a single interesting cell can have Q(n’) combinatorial complexity in 
the worst case (see Fig. 9). 
The forthcoming analysis is divided into two parts. We start by examining the 
corner subcells and then we investigate the tube-like subcells as the analysis of 
each type of subcells calls for the application of different tools. 
3.1. The corner subcells 
To bound the joint combinatorial complexity of all the corner subcells, C,(n), 
we will bound the number of wall changes that all the corners of the Li’s see 
when looking to the east, west, north and south, as 8 varies. By the definition of 
corner subcells, this bound can evidently serve as an upper bound on C,(n). 
We first bound the number of eastern and western walls one corner of an Lj 
sees when 8 changes in the range [0, X] when looking horizontally to the east and 
west. Whereas the eastern wall of any face is a connected portion of a unique Li, 
the western boundary of a face may be combined of portions of vertical bars of 
several 15~‘s. However, it is easily verified that if the western boundary of a face 
consists of m edges then there are at least m - 1 corners of 15;‘s in the face’s 
closure and every change of western walls is witnessed by at least one of these 
.... ... 
...... 
< 
Fig. 9. A configuration of point obstacles inducing a single component with Q(n’) features. 
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corners and none of these corners is ‘responsible’ for more than a pair of 
simultaneous wall changes. 
We exemplify the counting scheme for the right external corner ri of Li. The 
view of ri when looking westwards is not blocked by the horizontal bar of Li and 
we are only interested in (the changes of) vertical bars that it sees. Let 
H, = H,(0) denote the horizontal line through r; in the rotated coordinate system 
at orientation 8. For each L, we define T;-(0) as the x-coordinate of the 
intersection point, if exists, between the vertical bar of Li and H,. q(0) has a 
small constant number of intervals where it is defined in the range [0, JG]. Let 
9 = {e}&i. The graphs of the functions in 9 form a collection of O(n) pseudo 
segments in the X8 plane since each pair of 6’s intersect at most once (when the 
corresponding vertical bars become collinear). Let a(s) denote the planar 
arrangement of these pseudo segments. 
Now consider the &monotone function R?(0) which is the x-coordinate of ri at 
a given 0. It is evident that the zone complexity of the graph of &(0) in a(%) 
bounds the number of wall changes that ri sees when looking horizontally to the 
east and west in the given 8 range, where the zone of a curve in an arrangement 
of curves is the total complexity of the faces of the arrangement hrough which it 
passes. Ri(e) intersects each e(e) at most twice. From [lo] we know that the 
zone complexity of a curve in an arrangement of pseudo segments is O(na(n)) 
provided that the curve intersects each pseudo segment at most s times for some 
constant s. A similar analysis applies in all other cases and thus yields. 
Lemma 3.1. The total combinatorial complexity of the corner subcells of the 
arrangement d is O(n2a(n)). 
3.2. The tube-like subcells 
A tube-like subcell (of an interesting cell) starts at some 8 when a corner leaves 
a face of .$, so that the boundary of the face becomes rectangular. It ends when 
either a new corner penetrates this face or when the face is ‘squashed’ in a type II 
event. (Note that we consider such a face of de, which is a cross-section of a 
tube-like subcell, as a single entity even if it has changed its walls many times. In 
our terminology such a cross-section remains the same face as long as it is not 
squashed.) Any entry or exit of a corner into a face is a type I event. Since each 
tube-like subcell of an interesting cell is delimited by at least one type I event, 
and this event is common to at most two tube-like subcells, we have at most 
O(n2) ‘interesting’ tube-like subcells. 
Our plan is thus to bound the maximum combinatorial complexity CT(n) of any 
O(n’) tube-like subcells, and we prove the following. 
Lemma 3.2. The total combinatorial complexity of O(n*) tube-like subcells in d is 
0(n5”). 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we restrict our discussion to 13’s in the range 
[0, JG]. Define Ai as the x-coordinate of the vertical bar of Li at a given 8 (in 
the rotated coordinate system). Clearly, A = {A,, &, . . . , A,,} is a collection of it 
pseudo lines in the X8 plane that are @monotone (each pair intersect exactly 
once when the vertical bars of two ~5~‘s become collinear). We denote the 
arrangement of these pseudo lines by %(A). 
Now, we let a point float inside a facial cross-section of a tube-like subcell and 
as 8 varies we record the n-coordinate of the vertical bar that the point sees when 
looking straight eastwards. We call the (graph of the) resulting function of 8 a 
run. A run is obviously a continuous function of 6 (to make it always well-defined 
we add to A a line at x = +m to represent the x-coordinate of an imaginary 
distant eastern wall) and it is contained in the union of the pseudo lines of A. 
Furthermore, reaching an intersection point of two Izi’s, a run can either continue 
along the same Ai it was on before the intersection (meaning that the tube 
containing the point of the run has an eastern wall that is not overlapped by 
another vertical bar though it becomes collinear with it) or turn left (in the 
direction of x = -00, meaning a change of eastern wall in the tube-like subcell 
containing the run’s point). A right turn has no realizable interpretation in the 
context of a tube-like subcell. So a run is a concave chain in %(A). 
Note that at most IZ tube-like subcells may experience the same exchange of 
eastern walls simultaneously. Therefore, we wish to bound the overall com- 
binatorial complexity of m = O(n’) concave chains where at most II chains make 
the same turn in any junction of 93(A). This quantity is bounded by D(n2, II, n) of 
Lemma 2.3, which asserts that D(n’, n, n) = O(n”‘). We conclude that the total 
complexity of the eastern walls of O(n”) tube-like subcells is 0(n5”) in the worst 
case. The analysis for the other walls is completely symmetric and so C,(n) = 
O(nS’2). 0 
Our bound for C,(n) is larger than the bound for C,(n). Therefore, the main 
result of this section is 
Theorem 3.1. The total combinatorial complexity of the interesting cells in the 
arrangement d, induced by an L-shaped object moving in the plane amidst n point 
obstacles, is O(n5’2). 
We close this section by showing that the combinatorial complexity of a dull 
cell is o(n). It is in O(n) because a dull cell is a tube-like subcell, therefore the 
sequence of its eastern walls is a concave chain in B(A). (A similar argument 
holds for the other walls as well.) It is easy to construct a dull cell such that 
almost all (O(n)) the vertical bars will at some 1’3 contribute to its, say, eastern 
wall. 
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Fig. 10. The telescopic arm 
4. The arrangement of a telescopic arm 
Aronov and 6)‘Dtinlaing ([2]) consider the following planar robot arm (see Fig. 
-. 
10). It consists of two links, op and p4. o is an anchor point. The first link op IS a 
telescopic link which can rotate around o, and extend or shrink along its length. 
The second link pq has a fixed length d, and can rotate around p. In [2] this robot 
arm is called a telescopic arm. It is shown in [2] that the configuration space E of 
this arm moving among polygonal obstacles has 0(n3) connected components in 
the worst case (see Fig. ll), and an O(n”log n)-time and O(n”)-space algorithm is 
presented to compute it. This algorithm employs a variant of the technique of [19] 
for the case of a ‘ladder’. 
In this section we analyze the combinatorial structure of the arrangement 
induced by the motion of such an arm among n point obstacles. Later we will 
extend the analysis to the general case of polygonal obstacles. 
4.1. The case of point obstacles 
For our purposes, 0 denotes the angle between p9 and the positive x-axis. We 
assume a fixed reference Cartesian coordinate system such that the anchor point o 
of the arm coincides with the origin. In order to construct a cross-section of the 
configuration space at a fixed 8 we choose p as a reference point on the telescopic 
9 
. . . 
\ 
. . . . . . . 
Fig. 11. A construction with Q(n3) connected components 
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Fig. 12. The L,‘s of a TA-arrangement. 
arm. Each position of the arm can be specified as Z = (X, 0) where X is the 
position of p. For the purpose of our analysis, we will always present X in a 
rotated coordinate frame within which 8 becomes an upward vertical direction. 
Let 0= {oj 1 i= 1,2,. . . , n} be a set of point obstacles in the plane. Each oi 
induces a contact surface ai, whose cross-section at any fixed 8, Li, consists of 
two elements (see Fig. 12): 
(i) a vertical line segment piqi of length d emanating from the point obstacle ui 
downwards, and 
(ii) the halfline lying on the line defined by the origin and by o,, which starts at 
oi and does not contain the origin. 
We call pi and qi the corners of Li. For convenience of presentation, we assume 
that the points in 0 are surrounded by a large axis-parallel rectangle. 
As 6 varies, the p,‘s and the rays of the L,‘s rotate around the origin while at 
the same time the vertical bars of the Li’S remain vertical (as if they were hanging 
loosely from the oi’s under gravity). We assume that the surrounding rectangle 
remains axis-parallel. Each Li traces a surface Ui in R2 x S’, and we denote the 
arrangement of these II surfaces by ~4. The cross-section of & at a fixed 8 will be 
denoted by tie. Without loss of generality, we restrict our discussion to the 
quadrant {(x, Y, 0) 1 x 3 0, 8 E [0, rt]}. With this restriction, most of the defini- 
tions and observations made in Section 3 for the L-arrangement (with minor 
exceptions which we detail below) pass almost verbatim to a telescopic arm 
arrangement (TA-arrangement, in short). Moreover, the complexity analysis of 
both the corner subcells and the tube-like subcells can be carried out similarly to 
yield the same bounds. Informally, the main common feature of both problems is 
that even though the overall complexity is O(n”), there are only O(n”) critical 
events, where each (type II) event may cause up to o(n) simultaneous changes. 
This gives us a better handle on the problem structure and leads to improved 
bounds (here type II events occur when two vertical bars of different Li’s 
overlap). We will refer to the top and bottom edges of a four-sided face in a 
cross-section J.& of ~4 as northern and southern edges respectively. 
The minor difference between the arrangements is in the definition of 
imaginary walls. From each L, we extend two imaginary walls a; and pi: 
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ai a segment emanating from pi (the upper endpoint of the vertical bar of Lj) 
towards the origin until it either hits the vertical bar of another Lj or 
reaches the origin; 
/Ii a similar segment emanating from qi (the lower endpoint of the vertical bar 
of Li) towards the origin. 
To bound the complexity of the corner subcells we bound the number of 
western and eastern walls seen by all the corners. For a corner r (either pi or qi) 
of Li, we pass the ray H, from the origin through r and for each Lj we define 
e(0) as the x-coordinate of the intersection point between the vertical bar of Lj 
and H,. Note that the procedure as described in Section 3 can be applied in this 
case essentially as it is to show that the total combinatorial complexity of the 
interesting cells of a telescopic arm arrangement is O(n5”). There is, however, 
one cardinal difference between the arrangements which we now exploit to derive 
improved bounds. In the L-arrangement the horizontal bars of the L;‘s as well as 
their vertical bars are changing their relative position as 8 changes. In a telescopic 
arm arrangement only the vertical segments can change their relative position 
whereas the rays of the L;‘s cannot. One implication of this observation is that 
the ‘southern’ and ‘northern’ walls of a tube-like subcell of a telescopic arm 
arrangement are unique. This allows us to charge the unique southern wall of a 
tube-like subcell for the complexity of the western and eastern walls of that 
subcell. 
To carry out this scheme we proceed as follows. We fix an Li and for every Lj 
we define the function q(0) to be the x-coordinate of the intersection point 
between the vertical bar of Lj and the ray of L;. (Recall that we only deal with 
one specific quadrant of our 3D space.) The collection of the graphs of the 
functions e(0) is easily seen to be an arrangement of pseudo segments in the X0 
plane (see also below). We denote this arrangement by A&. The eastern and 
western walls of a tube-like subcell whose southern wall is a portion of L, are 
represented by edges of certain faces in &, one face for each tube-like subcell. 
Since a tube-like subcell of an interesting cell is delimited by one or two type I 
events and each type I event is common to at most two tube-like subcells, there 
are at most 0(n2) tube-like subcells of interesting cells. Hence, what we need is 
to count the combinatorial complexity of a total of O(n*) faces in the 
arrangements &, i = 1, 2, . . . , It. 
Observation 4.1. There are O(n) pseudo segments in each &. 
This is true because the number of intervals of definition of each e(e) is 
bounded by the number of type I events involving Li and Lj which itself is 
bounded by a constant: The rays of Li and Lj do not interact; the two vertical 
bars meet at most once in the range [0, rr], when they become collinear; and the 
endpoint qi of Li meets the ray of Lj at most twice because if we ignore the 
transformation that keeps 8 upward vertical, the vertical bar of Li actually rotates 
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around oi and so qi draws a circle that can meet the ray of Lj at most twice. The 
argument for the endpoint qj of Lj and the ray of Li is symmetric. 
Observation 4.2. The pseudo segments defining dFBi are contained in a collection of 
n O-monotone pseudo lines. 
Indeed, these pseudo lines are the &monotone curves ((0, Gi( 0)) 1 8 E [0, n]}, 
i=l,..., n, where G,(8) is the intersection point of the vertical line containing 
the vertical bar of Li with the x-axis at a given 8. G = { Gj( 0) 1 i = 1, 2, . . . , n} is 
clearly a collection of IZ pseudo lines and we denote by B(G) the arrangement 
induced by G. (Note that the arrangement B(G) is analogous to the arrangement 
$28 defined for the L-arrangement.) The collection of pseudo segments defining 
each of the &‘s is evidently contained in G. 
Our purpose now is to bound the joint complexity of O(n”) faces in the 
arrangements dj. It has been shown in [lo] that the maximum number of edges 
bounding t faces in an arrangement of n pseudo segments is O(t”‘na(n)). (If we 
replace the pseudo segments by straight line segments then a better bound on the 
same quantity had been obtained in [ll] and was later improved in [l]. However, 
both papers use a geometric transformation which is inapplicable to pseudo 
segments.) If we follow this approach we will end up with a bound 0(n5’2a(n)) 
which is worse than the bound of O(n5’2) noted above. 
Fortunately, we can obtain a much better bound by exploiting the special 
structure of the arrangements that we consider. Specifically, we modify the 
arrangements dj so that their faces will represent more faithfully the walls of the 
tube-like subcells. We augment each arrangement A& by adding a horizontal line 
segment (parallel to the x-axis) through every endpoint of a pseudo segment in di 
and extend it in both directions until it hits another pseudo segment, or else 
extends to infinity. We denote the augmented arrangement by al. (Fig. 13 
Fig. 
5 
13. The augmented arrangement 
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demonstrates such an augmented arrangement.) To see why a: is more 
adequate, consider a point floating on the ‘floor’ of a tube-like subcell c whose 
southern wall is a portion of the ray of L,, as 8 changes. As we proceed in the 
positive 8 direction in di in the face corresponding to c, the eastern edge, for 
example, represents the wall that our point sees in c when looking eastwards. 
When, looking eastwards, we reach an endpoint of a segment (which stands for 
either the end of the current eastern wall or the beginning of a new wall), our 
tube-like subcell c ceases to exist because necessarily a new corner appeared in 
the 8 cross-section of c (a type I event). Therefore, the additional horizontal 
segment through this endpoint in &?: correctly delimits the o-span of c. 
Our task is thus to bound the maximum combinatorial complexity of ti faces in 
the arrangement a: of O(n) pseudo segments in the X0 plane, where ti is the 
number of tube-like subcells of interesting cells, the ‘floor’ of which is a portion of 
the ray of L;. These pseudo segments are @monotone, they are contained in a 
collection of n pseudo lines, and the faces of the arrangement are ‘horizontally 
decomposed’ in the manner just described. Therefore, ti: fulfills the conditions 
of Proposition 2.5 and the quantity we wish to bound is K(ti, n) of that 
proposition. We are interested in the maximum number of edges of O(n2) faces 
in the II arrangements zZ,!, i = 1, 2, . . . , II. By Proposition 2.5 the bound is 
0 i @T/3 2/3 
i=l I ni + nia(ni))), 
where Q is the number of pseudo segments in a,!. Let C,(n) denote the 
complexity of all the tube-like subcells. Since C:=, ti = 0(n2), using Holder’s 
inequality’ (and recalling that n, = O(n) for each i) we obtain 
C,(n) = o( (2 tj)2’3n”‘n2” + n2a(n)) =O(P). 
i=I 
Our bound for C,(n) is larger than the bound for C,(n) (which we obtain in 
the same way as in the case of an L-arrangement) and so we conclude the 
following. 
Theorem 4.1. The total combinatorial complexity of all the interesting cells in a 
TA-arrangement d is O(~Z”~). 
Remark. In a more realistic setting, the stretch of the first link would be limited 
in both directions (extending or shrinking). In the configuratinon space this would 
mean that the rays should be substituted by line segments. However, the 
asymptotic complexity analysis would remain the same as our analysis does not 
rely on the infiniteness of the rays. 
‘Hljlder’s inequality: C; a&, s (C; aCJ”P(C; bz)lY, assuming the ai’s and b,‘s are nonnegative, 
p > 1 and l/p + l/q = 1 [16]. 
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4.2. The case of polygonal obstacles 
We next extend the analysis of the motion planning for a telescopic arm to the 
case of polygonal obstacles. Suppose there are m convex interior-disjoint 
obstacles 0, (if the obstacles are nonconvex then we decompose them into convex 
interior-disjoint obstacles). Let n, be the number of corners of 0, and let 
n = C;l=, nj. For a fixed 8 we denote by Mj = Mj(e) the region of forbidden 
placements of the point p of a TA due to the obstacle Oj (i.e., placements at 
which the TA at orientation 8 intersects 0,). Mj consists of two (non-disjoint) 
parts: v-the vector difference of Oj and the vertical bar of the TA; and &-the 
‘generalized’ difference of 0, and the first link of the TA (where the generalized 
difference of an obstacle and the link is the region of forbidden placements of the 
point p at which the link intersects the obstacle; intuitively, Rj is the shadow cast 
by Oj when we place a light source at the origin). See Fig. 14 for an illustration. 
We call the boundary rays of Rj exposed rays. Let RI7 be the lower exposed ray 
and Rf the upper exposed ray of Rj. We will use R,! to refer to either exposed 
ray of Rj. The boundary of M, consists of O(n,) corners connected by segments. 
To simplify the analysis further, we consider the union Q = lJ,y=, Rj. Q is 
independent of 8. It will generally have new corners where one ray R,? meets 
another obstacle Ok. Clearly, each Rj” can have at most one such corner. We 
replace each R,? by its truncated portion, and consider the new corners as 
additional corners of the Mj’s. See Fig. 15 for an illustration. 
As before we assume that 8 is kept upward vertical and that the coordinate 
system rotates accordingly. We restrict our discussion to the quadrant 
{(x, y, 0) 1 x 2 0, 8 E [0, n]}. As we let 0 vary, the boundary of each Mj creates 
O(nj) surfaces defined in an obvious manner. The collection of all the surfaces (of 
all the obstacles) forms a three-dimensional arrangement in R* x S’ which we call 
the TA* arrangement. (Fig. 16 illustrates an expanded obstacle triangle at three 
different e’s). The corner subcells and the tube-like subcells are defined exactly as 
before, except that now a corner subcell is one that contains any boundary corner 
_.. 
R; ______.~~~~~ 
__: 
j v, j 
Fig. 14. The forbidden placements of p due to 0,. 
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Fig. 15. Two expanded obstacles at a fixed orientation 8. 
of some Mi (including the new ‘endpoints’ of the rays R,?). The total maximum 
complexity of the arrangement is @(n’), as in the case of point obstacles, and we 
wish to bound the complexity of all the interesting cells, i.e., the complexity of all 
the connected components of the arrangement that at some 8 have a corner in 
their O-cross-section. 
Observation 4.3. The number of corner-segment intersections (corner and seg- 
ments of the Mi’s) throughout the 0 rotation is O(n’). 
The following observation will simplify the subsequent analysis. 
Observation 4.4. The total number of features of TA * not involving the Ri’s, i.e., 
restricted to the interaction between the y’s, is O(n”). 
This is true because taking only the y’s into consideration we obtain an 
arrangement representing the &cross-section of the free configuration space 
arising in the motion planning for the line segment p4 among polygonal obstacles, 
/ 
tk . ..” t ‘61 e .._, 
‘.. 
Fig. 16. An expanded triangle obstacle at three different B’s, 
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Fig. 17. A cross-section of a tube-like subcell in TA” 
whose complexity was shown by Leven and Sharir [19] to be @(n’). 
Consequently, we can limit our counting to features of TA* involving the exposed 
rays R,?. 
A tube-like subcell is not necessarily four-sided any longer; in general its 
cross-sections are convex polygons bounded by two rays Rf and by an ‘eastern’ 
chain and a ‘western’ chain formed by edges of the y’s. (See Fig. 17 for an 
illustration; note that on each side there can be at most one portion of an edge of 
some v’s lower boundary, and at most one portion of a vertical bar of another 
V,. There cannot be more than one lower boundary edge on either side because 
this would imply that the obstacles are nondisjoint or that this cross-section 
contains a corner of some &. There cannot be upper boundary edges, because 
that would imply that the cell contains a corner of some K or a newly introduced 
endpoint of a ray.) Fortunately, however, we are only interested in changes of 
walls occurring along the two exposed rays of the subcell. For each exposed ray 
RT we build a two-dimensional arrangement Af (that is, we build A,,: for R,: and 
Af for Rf) in the X8 plane describing the intersection of the boundaries of the 
I/i’s with R,?. More specifically, AT consists of O(n) arcs, where each arc is a 
maximal connected portion of the curve ye = {(Xe(0), 0) 1 8 E [0, ST]} where 
X,(0) is the x-coordinate of the intersection of an edge e of some x with RT at 
orientation 8. Note that any feature of a tube-like subcell along R,? must appear 
as an edge or a vertex of a face in the corresponding two-dimensional 
arrangement A,?, and each such face corresponds to (the southern or northern 
boundary of) a unique tube-like subcell. Since by Observation 4.3 there are at 
most O(n’) tube-like subcells of interesting cells, our task is thus to bound the 
complexity of O(n’) faces in the arrangements A,!. Since the R,T's do not change 
their relative position as 8 varies, there are only two types of curves in A,!: (i) the 
curve traced by an intersection of a vertical bar of Vi with R,* and (ii) the curve 
traced by an intersection of a segment in the lower boundary of V, (i.e., between 
the vertical bars of v) and RI". (Note that an intersection between the upper 
boundary of v and RT has already been made a new corner, which is anyway in- 
dependent of 8; refer again to Fig. 15.) We divide the curves in A,* into two subsets 
according to the above classification and consider separately the two arrange- 
ments they define. The first arrangement, due to intersections of R,? with vertical 
bars, is similar to the special arrangement ti; of pseudo segments we have 
studied in Subsection 4.1. (Note that the ‘extreme’ corners from which the vertical 
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bars are subtended are not fixed and are replaced by other corners as 8 
varies; nevertheless, the structure of the corresponding arrangement is essentially the 
same as that of the arrangement al for point obstacles, as is easily checked.) 
Hence, by Proposition 2.5, we have a bound of 0(t2’“n2’3+ ncu(n)) on the 
complexity of t faces in the arrangement, where n is the number of pseudo 
segments in the arrangement. The second arrangement, induced by intersections 
of R,! with lower boundaries of the I/k’s, is simpler, because any pair of obstacles 
is interior-disjoint and thus two segments belonging to two lower boundaries of V, 
and V, cannot intersect. Therefore the second arrangement consists of O(n) 
non-intersecting curves, so its entire complexity is linear. Using the combination 
lemma of [13] to merge the two subarrangements, we obtain a bound of 
O(t%u3 + na(n) + t) on the complexity of t faces in A,!. 
Let t; be the number of faces in A,: representing tube-like subcells of 
interesting cells, whose ceiling is a portion of R,- (a symmetric analysis will hold 
for such faces in Af). Clearly CE=, t,: = O(n’). Using Holder’s inequality and 
recalling that m G IZ we get 
0 ( ,gl [K) u3n2’3 +na(n) + t,J) = o( (,g t,:)2’3m113n2/3 + n2ac(n) + n2) = O(rP3). 
This, together with Observation 4.4 gives the following. 
Lemma 4.5. The total combinatorial complexity of the tube-like subcells of 
interesting cells in a TA* arrangement is O(n”“). 
Next we bound the complexity of the corner subcells. Recall that we are only 
interested in features of the corner subcells that involve exposed rays. The ‘floor’ 
of a corner subcell may consist of connected portions of several R,+‘s and similarly 
its ‘ceiling’ may consist of connected portions of several Rj’s. We call a maximal 
connected portion of an exposed ray, belonging to a corner subcell, a panel. At a 
fixed 0 each panel is contained in a face of the corresponding arrangement AT 
previously defined. Note also that this correspondence between a panel and a face 
of some A,? holds as long as the panel endpoints vary continuously; when, for 
example, a panel is split into two subpanels, the corresponding face terminates at 
a horizontal dividing segment, and two new faces appear. 
We claim that the number of panels in all corner subcells is O(n”). Indeed, a 
panel may be created only in the following cases: 
(a) A corner enters a tube-like subcell; this can happen only O(n’) times (see 
Observation 4.3), and each such event creates two new panels (namely, the floor 
and ceiling of the subcell). 
(b) An old panel is split into two new subpanels, or two subpanels are merged 
into one; again this must happen when a corner touches the ray containing the 
panel, and this can happen only 0(n2) times, as above (each such event creates at 
most two new panels). 
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It follows that the total number of combinatorial changes in the endpoints of 
panels of corner subcells is bounded by the maximum complexity of 0(n2) faces 
in the O(n) arrangements A,*. Arguing as in the case of tube-like subcells, we can 
thus conclude 
Lemma 4.6. The total combinatorial complexity of the corner subcells in a TA* 
arrangement is O(n7’3). 
In summary the following. 
Theorem 4.2. The total combinatorial complexity of all the interesting cells in a 
TA* arrangement induced by the motion-planning problem of a telescopic arm 
moving in the plane among polygonal obstacles with a total of n corners, is 
O(n713). 
5. Computing the interesting cells and find-path algorithms 
In this section we concentrate on solving the motion planning problem for a 
telescopic arm and for an L-shaped object moving amidst point obstacles in the 
plane. We distinguish between the reachability problem which is to decide 
whether a collision avoiding path between the initial placement of the moving 
object and the desired final placement exists, and the find-path problem which is 
to actually compute the path if it exists. In Subsection 5.1 we sketch an algorithm 
for solving the reachability problem for a TA. This algorithm is an adaptation to 
the case of a telescopic arm of the reachability algorithm for an L-shaped object 
moving in the same environment, as described in [ 1.51. In Subsection 5.2 we 
combine the combinatorial result of the previous section with the algorithm of 
Subsection 5.1 to obtain an efficient algorithm for solving the find-path problem 
for a telescopic arm which, by a slight modification, can also be turned into an 
algorithm for computing the interesting cells of a TA-arrangement. Finally, we 
devise a find-path algorithm for an L-shaped object in Subsection 5.3. 
5.1. Reachability algorithm for a telescopic arm 
Restated in terms of a TA-arrangement &, the reachability algorithm, adapted 
from [15], decides whether two given points in R2 x S’ are contained in the same 
3-dimensional cell of ~4. In order to decide this, the algorithm builds a discrete 
graph called the connectivity graph, CG, where each node represents a subcell of 
J$ and two nodes are connected by an edge of CG if there is a direct crossing in ti 
between the subcells they represent; by direct crossing between two subcells we 
mean that there is a way to get from one subcell to the other without having to 
pass through an additional (third) subcell. After constructing CG, when given two 
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points, we locate the nodes of CG that represent the subcells containing the 
points and we look for a path in CG between these nodes. Such a path exists if 
and only if the given points are contained in the same cell of ~4. 
Next we briefly describe the construction of CG. Most of the details are 
omitted, because the algorithm is almost identical to the one given in [15]. We 
suppose that 0 = 0 is a noncritical orientation (i.e., no critical event occurs at 
8 = 0) and as in the previous section we restrict our discussion to the quadrant 
((4 Y, 0) ( x 2 0, 8 E [0, JI]}. (Constructing CG for the other quadrants is 
symmetric, and the ‘gluing’ of these portions of CG across the quadrant 
boundaries is fairly straightforward.) To build CG we start at 0 = 0 by allocating 
a node in CG for every face in .& Each of these faces is a slice of a subcell of &. 
We call a face of d, active if the 3-dimensional subcell containing it is already 
represented in CG (thus initially all faces are active). As 8 changes we proceed as 
follows. When a type I event occurs, we simply add a small number of nodes to 
CG and, if necessary, add the relevant edges to CG. We also locally update some 
auxiliary two-dimensional data structures that maintain an unlabeled description 
of J&, (see below). When a type II event occurs, a contiguous set of up to O(n) 
faces may be squashed between the overlapping vertical bars and a corresponding 
set of faces newly appears. Since the new faces occupy exactly the same place as 
the squashed ones in the unlabeled two-dimensional arrangement, we merely 
mark these faces as inactive instead of explicitly recording these changes. By 
inactive we mean that although the two sets occupy the same place in the 
unlabeled two-dimensional arrangement, there is no direct crossing between 
the new and the matching old faces, and thus the subcells of & containing the 
new faces are not yet represented in CG. A face will be reactivated only 
if it participates in a type I event, i.e., if it is penetrated by a corner of some 
Li. 
Throughout the algorithm we maintain several dynamic data structures that 
describe the varying O-cross-section &,. One structure is a collection of segment 
trees that allows us to record in O(log n) time a squash of up to n faces due to an 
overlap between two vertical bars of Li’S. Another structure is a combination of a 
primary segment tree with auxiliary range trees that supports ray shooting 
queries, and enables us to identify in O(log’n) time to what face of d, a certain 
point in the cross-section plane belongs. Besides an initial phase that requires 
O(n*logn) time, there are O(n”) events and at each event we spend at most 
O(log* n) time. The space needed to store CG dominates all the other space 
requirements. Consequently, the reachability algorithm requires 0(n2 log* n) 
time and O(n”) space. 
See [15] for more details. Note, however, that the case of a TA is simpler than 
the case of an L-shaped object studied in [15] because, as we have already 
mentioned, in the case of a telescopic arm only the vertical bars change their 
relative position as 8 changes. 
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5.2. Find-path algorithm for a telescopic arm (computing the interesting cells) 
Since a type II squash is recorded only in the auxiliary two-dimensional 
structures, CG does not contain the complete information about changes of 
eastern and western walls of the subcells it represents. We wish to enhance the 
connectivity graph produced by the reachability algorithm so that it will contain 
this information. We will denote the enhanced CG by ECG. 
In the find-path algorithm we expand each node u of the reachability-CG into a 
connected chain of nodes ul, v2, . . . , v,. Each node in the chain represents a 
(maximal) portion of a subcell delimited between two B-cross-sections, with the 
property that within this portion the subcell has unique northern and eastern 
walls. (We can always describe a ‘canonical’ path for which it is sufficient to know 
only the eastern and northern walls of each face. Note that the northern wall of a 
face does never change and so our main concern is recording the changes of 
eastern walls.) Each node records its o-span (i.e., the 13 interval for which the 
corresponding subcell exists) and the unique eastern and northern walls of the 
subcell it represents during the given e-span. 
In other words, each time an eastern wall of an active face of &, changes we 
generate a new node in ECG and attach to it the 8 of the change and the identity 
of the current eastern and northern walls; we then connect it to the previous node 
in the chain. We also close the B-span of the previous node in the chain at the 
current 19. Having the enhanced connectivity graph, ECG, at hand it is simple to 
produce the full canonical path between the given placements, provided one 
exists. 
In order to carry out the expansion of nodes in CG we have to be able to 
efficiently distinguish the active faces from the other faces that undergo a change 
of eastern walls during a type II overlap. To this end we maintain a dynamic data 
structure D (similar to the auxiliary two-dimensional data structures of the 
reachability algorithm), which is a set of balanced trees that stores the identities 
of the active faces at every 8 in the following way. We number the vertical bars of 
the Li’s from left to right and denote the ith vertical bar in this order by Ei. For 
each vertical slab si of & between the lines containing 1,_, and Ii we maintain a 
balanced tree ri whose leaves are portions of li ordered from bottom to top, each 
portion represents the eastern wall of an active face and is specified by the names 
of the rays that delimit it. When a type II criticality occurs, we search in the 
relevant ri for the lowest active face that changes its eastern wall and we proceed, 
along rj, to scan all the faces in the list up to the uppermost face that undergoes 
this change. Each active face points to its representing node in CG and so we can 
generate the necessary new nodes and edges in CG, and point to the new nodes. 
We have to update the trees upon every critical event. Namely, when a face turns 
active we have to insert a new leaf in some r,; to identify where the leaf should be 
added we have to perform a certain ray shooting query that costs 0(log2 n) time 
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(see [15] for details). When a type II criticality happens we have to split and 
concatenate adjacent trees (in a manner similar to that described in [15]) and 
delete a contiguous portion of such a tree (representing faces that have been 
‘squashed’ in the event); these operations take O(log n) time each. The structure 
D allows for scanning the k active faces affected by an overlap of two vertical bars 
in time O(log II + k). Each of these trees requires O(n) storage; in total D 
requires O(n2) space. 
If the total complexity of the interesting cells in ti is O&(n)) then the find-path 
algorithm requires 0(n2 +g(n)) storage, because 0(&n)) is a bound on the 
number of nodes (and edges) in ECG. The time required by the algorithm is 
O(n2 log2 12 + g(n)) because all the additional operations, except for scanning the 
active faces upon the type II events, can be (asymptotically) accounted for by 
operations of the reachability algorithm alone. The time for scanning these faces 
is proportional to their number and the total number of faces that are scanned is 
O(g(n)). Since by Section 4 we have g(n) = 0(n7’3), it follows that the algorithm 
requires O(n7’3) time and space. 
So much for the find-path algorithm. A complete description of the interesting 
cells of & is obtained by recording also all the southern and western walls of the 
active cells, which can be done in a fully symmetric manner. 
5.3. Find-path algorithm for an L-shaped object 
We devise a find-path algorithm for the case of an L-shaped object moving 
among point obstacles. The reachability algorithm for this problem is described in 
detail in [15] and is similar to the one briefly described in Subsection 5.1 for a 
telescopic arm. We elaborate the reachability algorithm into a find-path algorithm 
by explicitly recording all the features of the interesting cells in the connectivity 
graph. 
The main issue in this case as well is to efficiently distinguish the active faces 
from the other faces that undergo a change of walls due to a type II event. This 
time we maintain two dynamic data structures Dv and DH, where Dv stores the 
identities of the active faces at every 8 arranged in vertical slabs (faces of a 
vertical slab are the faces of a @cross-section between the lines containing two 
adjacent vertical bars of two L;‘s). Similarly, DH stores the active faces arranged 
in horizontal slabs. 
In the corresponding structures of the reachability algorithm, faces of a slab are 
identified by their rank in the slab. This, of course, is insufficient now, when we 
wish to store only a subset of the faces of a slab. We therefore identify each active 
face by the labels of the vertical and horizontal bars that cross at its north-eastern 
corner, explicitly updating these labels when they change. When a horizontal 
squash occurs, we follow the relevant list of active faces in DH, and for each 
active face that is squashed we find, in time O(log* n), the corresponding face in 
Dv and delete it from Dv and also from DH. In a similar way we update active 
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faces for which the overlap causes a change of walls. A horizontal squash induces 
analogous operations on Dv and DH. All the other operations on these structures 
are accounted for by the reachability algorithm. 
If we denote by h(n) the complexity of all the interesting cells in an L 
arrangement, we obtain an algorithm with running time O((n’ + h(n)) log’n) 
which requires 0(n2 + h(n)) space. Plugging in our upper bound on the 
complexity of the interesting cells in an L arrangement we get an algorithm which 
runs in O(n5” log* n) time and requires 0(n”‘2) space. 
Remark. The time bounds of the two find-path algorithms (for a TA and for an 
L-shaped object) differ not only in the underlying combinatorial bound but also in 
their structure, that is, in the time bound for the L find-path algorithm the 
combinatorial bound is multiplied by log* IZ, while in the TA algorithm the 
combinatorial bound is not multiplied by that factor. The reason for this 
difference is the following. In each case, upon a type II event a contiguous set of 
faces in the structure D (or D,, or DH) should be updated. For a TA, it is 
sufficient to track down an extreme face of such a set and then scan the relevant 
tree in additional time proportional to the number of scanned faces. For an L, 
once we scan a set of faces in one structure, we have to update each face in the 
orthogonal structure; to identify each face in the orthogonal structure we have to 
invest additional O(log2 n) time per face. 
6. Conclusion 
We have obtained a collection of combinatorial and algorithmic results related 
to motion planning of certain systems with three degrees of freedom, or 
alternatively, to certain types of arrangements of surfaces in three dimensions. 
We regard our results as significant, because: 
(i) They have ‘widened the crack at the door’ opened in [4] concerning the 
complexity of a single cell in an arrangement of surfaces in 3-space, obtaining 
subcubic bounds for cases resulting from motion planning problems involving 
rotation, where the surfaces have a much more complex shape. Until the major 
(and extremely difficult) conjecture in this area is settled, namely that a single cell 
in such an arrangement has only near-quadratic complexity, we would need to 
continue to extend this type of analysis to progressively more complex kinds of 
surfaces (and motion planning instances). We regard the current work as a 
significant step in this direction. 
(ii) They have led to independent and interesting results concerning arrange- 
ments of pseudo lines and pseudo segments in the plane, exemplifying yet 
another time the strong interaction between 2D and 3D arrangements. This is 
another instance, following [4], that shows the application of results on many 
faces in planar arrangements to motion planning and analysis of 3D 
arrangements. 
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There are several open problems that remain to be studied: 
(a) What is the complexity of a single cell in any of the arrangements tudied in 
this paper?2 
(b) Is the 0(n5’2) b ound on the complexity of all interesting cells in the 
L-arrangement tight in the worst case? Is the 0(n7’3) bound for the TA- 
arrangement ight? 
(c) Extend the analysis to other types of systems. 
(d) Extend the algorithmic results for a telescopic arm to the case of polygonal 
obstacles. 
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